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It is the successor to the 02 Series and has been produced in seven different generations. The
M version of the 3 series, M3 , debuted with the E30 M3 in At launch, all models used
carburetted 4-cylinder engines; however, fuel-injected models were introduced in late and
6-cylinder engines were added in A cabriolet body style â€” manufactured by Baur â€” was
available from to On introduction in , the E30 was produced solely in the 2-door sedan body
style. Four-door sedan models were introduced in , convertibles were introduced in and estate
"Touring" models were introduced in The E30 was the first 3 Series to be available in wagon and
4-door sedan body styles. It was also the first 3 Series to offer a diesel engine, and all-wheel
drive was introduced to the 3 Series range with the iX model. The E36 was the first 3 Series to
be offered in a hatchback body style. It was also the first 3 Series to be available with a 6-speed
manual transmission in the M3 , a 5-speed automatic transmission and a four-cylinder diesel
engine. The multi-link rear suspension was also a significant upgrade compared with previous
generations of the 3 Series. The E36 was named in Car and Driver magazine's 10Best list for
every year it was on sale. The M3 model is powered by the S50 and S52 straight-six engines. It
was sold in coupe, sedan and convertible body styles. The E46 generation introduced various
electronic features to the 3 Series, including satellite navigation, electronic brake-force
distribution, rain-sensing wipers and LED tail-lights. Due to the separate model codes for each
body style, the term "E9X" is sometimes used to describe this generation of the 3 Series. In , the
i became the first 3 Series model to be sold with a turbocharged petrol engine. The E90 also saw
the introduction of run-flat tires to the 3 Series range. Consequently, cars with run-flats are not
equipped with a spare tire. It was released in and was produced in sedan, coupe and cabriolet
body styles. A long wheelbase sedan is also available in China. A new body style was
introduced into the 3 Series range: the 3 Series Gran Turismo , a long-wheelbase hatchback. In ,
a plug-in hybrid drivetrain was first used in the 3 Series, in the e model. The M3 version
designated F80, the first time an M3 has used a separate model designation was released in and
is powered by the S55 twin-turbo straight-6 engine. Production ended in with the end of F31
Touring production in June. The official images of the vehicle were revealed a day prior to its
unveiling. The seventh generation of the 3 Series is also offered as a station wagon. It's been
announced that the M3 will come back for the model year, codenamed G80 from the 7th
generation 3 Series G The 3 Series has been on Car and Driver magazine's annual 10Best list 22
times, from through , making it the longest running entry in the list. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Not to be confused with BMW i3. Motor vehicle. Main article: BMW M3. BMW AG.
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sedans. Sports car. Z4 E Fully deserving of its popularity, the BMW 3 Series sets the standard
for overall driving enjoyment, luxury and refinement in four different luxury segments. Only its
high price will give you pause. To date, a scant few have been able to accomplish the latter. And
even when that happens, this Bavarian classic has consistently retaken its crown. Last year saw
the addition of a very potent twin-turbo engine and the arrival of fully up-to-date coupe and
convertible models. The BMW 3 Series carries over mostly unchanged and despite fierce
competition, retains its benchmark status. If you're in the market for an entry-level luxury car,
chances are there's a 3 Series to consider. There are four body styles, two engines, two
transmissions and a choice of rear- or all-wheel drive. Regardless of configuration, this BMW
lives up to its "ultimate driving machine" tag line with an unparalleled mix of driving ease and
proficiency. Even the convertible model manages to retain much of the 3's handling pedigree,
despite its added weight and loss of structural rigidity. In several comparison tests Edmunds.
We placed the Infiniti G35 Sport above the i sedan in one test, but that was due to the
substantial price premium commanded by the Bimmer. Even when discussing driving
enjoyment, most deliver at a level that many consumers will find extremely rewarding and
downright fun. Still, the BMW 3 Series remains the benchmark. As always, it provides a
tremendous mix of handling, ride quality, performance, luxury and styling. Heck, it's even pretty
fuel efficient. For an entry-level luxury car, this is our top choice. A compact entry-level luxury
car, the BMW 3 Series is available in sedan, coupe, hardtop convertible and wagon body styles.
All come in a rear-wheel-drive i trim level, while the coupe, sedan and wagon also come in
all-wheel-drive xi trim. In addition, the convertible, coupe and sedan are available as the
rear-drive i, and the sedan and coupe are available as the all-wheel-drive xi. Standard equipment

on the models includes inch alloy wheels, heated side mirrors, a sunroof, leatherette
upholstery, real walnut wood trim, automatic climate control and a speaker CD stereo with an
auxiliary audio jack. Coupe and convertible versions of the come with slightly more equipment.
The coupe also has a sport-tuned suspension while the convertible has a power-retractable
hardtop. In addition to its more powerful engine, the model has power front seats and a
premium Harman Kardon Logic 7 sound system. Most 3 Series cars you encounter on dealer
lots will be equipped with the Premium Package, and many will have both the Premium and
Sport Packages. The Premium Package provides leather upholstery heat-reflective in the
convertible , a full set of auto-dimming mirrors, Bluetooth, BMW Assist telematics, and on
models, power seats. The Sport Package specifies a firmer suspension on convertibles, sedans
and wagons, along with larger wheels, performance tires, sport seats and a higher top-speed
limiter. Stand-alone extras include an iDrive-based navigation system with real-time traffic
updates, active steering, adaptive cruise control, keyless startup known as Comfort Access ,
heated front seats and satellite radio. Paddle shifters can be added to models equipped with the
automatic transmission and the Sport Package. You can also replace the standard walnut
interior accents with either light poplar or aluminum trim at no additional cost. The BMW i and xi
are powered by a 3. The i and xi are powered by a heavily modified, twin-turbocharged version
of the same 3. A six-speed manual is the standard gearbox and a six-speed automatic is
optional. In performance testing, the turbocharged 3 Series sedan and coupe raced up to 60
mph in fewer than 5 seconds -- about the same as the last M3. The heavier xi and convertible i
are a tad slower. Expect the i to be in the midsecond range, which is hardly pokey. Despite its
potent power plants, the 3 Series remains fuel efficient. The gets about mpg in the city and mpg
on the highway, depending on the body style, transmission and drivetrain. Standard safety
equipment on the BMW 3 Series includes antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability
control, run-flat tires, front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. The
convertible lacks the side curtains, but the regular front side airbags extend up to head level
and there are also pop-up rollover hoops. The stability control system integrates several
features designed to improve braking performance, such as periodically wiping the brake rotors
when the windshield wipers are in use wet brakes don't stop so well and snugging the pads to
the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts off the throttle, which quickens brake responsiveness.
In government crash tests, the sedan and wagon received four out of five stars for frontal
collision protection and five stars for side protection. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
frontal-offset crash testing, both the sedan and convertible received the highest rating of
"Good. There's no going wrong with either of the engines available in the BMW 3 Series. The
standard, normally aspirated engine is a little light on low-end torque, but it moves the car
around smartly and provides slightly better mileage. Meanwhile, the twin-turbo engine provides
the kind of acceleration formerly associated with the high-performance M3. No matter which
model you choose, the 3 Series' world-class suspension, steering and brakes will provide hours
of entertainment on twisty two-lane highways. Beyond simply feeling rock-solid when hustled
around turns, this car communicates with the driver in a manner that inspires confidence no
matter what kind of driving you're doing. At the same time, the 3 Series is an ideal long-distance
cruiser, delivering both a comfortably controlled ride and a quiet cabin environment. The 3
Series interiors provide a restrained show of luxury. Though a tad plain, the emphasis, through
items such as supportive seats and clean analog gauges, is on driver comfort and involvement.
Materials are high in quality and build quality is exceptional; indeed, even the standard
leatherette vinyl upholstery looks and feels better than one would expect. The convertible's
available industry-first heat-reflective leather does a wonderful job of keeping occupants'
posteriors cool. We'd steer clear of the optional navigation system, though, as its
accompanying iDrive interface is very unintuitive. The front seats have enough firm support to
ward off fatigue during a day's worth of driving, while the rear seats are adequately roomy for
adults on shorter trips and plenty accommodating for children. Trunk space is average in
sedans and coupes, while the wagon offers a maximum cargo capacity of 61 cubic feet. The
convertible offers a reasonable cargo hold when the hardtop is up, but it shrinks considerably
when the top is lowered. It's hard to make a name for yourself when your big brother's always
the center of attention. Just ask the BMW i sedan, which seems doomed to toil in relative
obscurity while its steroidal i sibling gets all the press. That's a shame, because the i is an
unequivocal pleasure to drive. Rather than dismissing the i as BMW's entry-level sport sedan,
it's best to think of it as a i with less motor. These Bavarian brothers are essentially the same
everywhere except under the hood. Is the i good enough to make you forget about the i's extra
70 horsepower and pound-feet of torque? Not a chance. But it's still a world-class sport sedan
in its own right, and its buttery-smooth hp inline six-cylinder engine provides enough power for
all but the most demanding drivers. What really set our i tester apart was its optional sport

package, which provided a magical mixture of handling and compliance. We were treated to the
best of both worlds, with a ride that was never harsh, and cornering capabilities that were
downright exhilarating. You'd never guess that our i had the sport package from its supple
composure over bumps and ruts, yet it carves through the canyons at a pace that would put
some purpose-built sports cars to shame. Few vehicles at any price can match the all-around
excellence of this sport-tuned chassis. Of course, the i's worth can't be measured by its
performance alone. Sport-sedan shoppers want athletic driving dynamics in a practical package
â€” and on the latter count the i comes up a little short. This is literally true of the backseat,
where headroom and legroom are tight for even moderately tall passengers. The functionality of
the stereo and climate controls also leaves something to be desired, and while interior materials
are generally top-notch, storage nooks for cell phones and such are few and far between. If you
love to drive, though, the sport package-equipped i has no equal in this segment. The only
question is whether it's worth ponying up the extra cash for a i. Available styles include i 4dr
Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used BMW 3 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Costs more than most competitors, not much interior storage space, navigation system
brings with it exasperating iDrive, plain-Jane interior design. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Having introduced two
all-new body styles last year, the 3 Series undergoes few changes for Most notable is the
addition of the xi coupe, which adds all-wheel drive to the turbocharged 3 Series two-door.
Sedans and wagons equipped with the six-speed automatic and Sport Package can now be
upgraded with steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters. The convertible carries over
unchanged. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. This car was great! When I first bought it
I loved it. It had 72k miles on it. I bought it from an Audi dealer someone had traded it in. In less
than 6 months I needed new brakes all around. The driver side headlight had also gone out.
Around 3 months after that, the passenger side headlight went out. I purchased the car in April
and by August at around 84k miles, I had to get a new transmission which thankfully was
covered under an aftermarket warranty. So within not even a year and a half, and about 12k
miles, the following repairs needed to be done: new transmission, all around brake pads, driver
and passenger side headlights, brake fluid flush, oil leak, power steering fluid leak, and some
kind of fuel sensor or something that I don't know what in the world the dealer was talking
about. Read less. I love my xi coupe. I have owned 3 series sedan, coupe, and convertible. Tis is
the best car for me. It is so versatile. Drives well in the snow, totes a good amount of cargo
when then seats are folded down, has tons of safety features, and overall I can drive in all
weather conditions. And it is a quintessential BMW. It handles sublime, is very fast and quick,
comfortable ride, excellent stereo, and looks great. I highly recommend this car. Driver's and
Mechanic's dream. Love the car but the maintenance costs are beginning to concern me.
Maintenance thus far: Via recall: fuel pump, Under CPO: Both rear bearings, front transfer case,
front bearing, all O2 sensors, idler pulley, main harness from battery to engine compartment.
Original 8yr old battery showing signs of death. Value cover gasket leak. Dealer wants Another
self install of 4hrs and 40bucks Still runs fantastic. Inner window door seal felt glue smearing
my ceramic window tint so replaced the seals. Cabin blower motor suddenly not working so
pulled module connection and reset Oil pan Gasket leaking Turbos still performing well. Love it
more everyday I bought this car in October with 2 miles on it. I have had it to the shop 1 time for
a stero fuse that went back and was replaced under the warrant. Nitrogen makes the difference
in tires, trust me. The car now has miles and it still runs great. The only notable annoyance it
that the timing clicks and has clicked since about miles but it is of no harm to the engine. Great
car. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover
Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Truck had a windshield
crack on the bottom across the whole thing nothing was in the write up about it would have

save a trip I called the dealer he did not call me. At the time I was there, the office was lightly
staffed. The agent was polite and knowledgeable about the inventory. There is a little "3rd
World" awkwardness, but nothing to really subtract from decent quality of service, just be
understanding of an alternate sense of urgency. They're OK, but need a part-time auto detailer.
Max was great to work with, very professional and pleasant. No detail or questioned
unanswered. Quick response, got BMW. I love my car! Highly recommend, great place to buy
used car. I have been to dealership after dealership and I have found only one in the area with
the most acceptional , affordable, reliable cars. I was looking for a family sedan but I ended up
getting a BMW X5,the car look better then the picture ,test drive was smooth , I'm definitely
coming back for a second purchase ,Best used cars in the city. Romeo was the one incredibly
helpful when I was in need of a car. He is a military friendly, transparent and efficient when
dealing with a car business. Although I did not like the first car I was looking for, I was soon
able to find the good one in his inventory and purchased it within 30 minutes. Thank you Drake!
I bought a car for my daughter at this place. It was a very pleasant experience. Bryan and his
dad Gaylon were very nice people. Thanks for the great sale experience. Ended up buying the
car from them. They also put in emission test and new battery if needed as the battery was dead
when we arrived. They were super friendly and very easy to work with. Quick sale. Best
experience we have in the 4 days of car shopping in Phoenix. These guys rock! We bought the
van, it broke down a few miles later. They had a flatbed there in 20 minutes. Took it back to their
shop, called me the next morning and repaired it at no cost! I definitely recommend them! This
place was great and very clean. After visiting 2 other dealerships prior As soon as we got to del
toro and we saw customer parking we knew we were in the right place. Great experience.
Answered all of our questions. Great deal on a car. Very happy with the experience and would
highly encourage anyone to definitely check out this dealership. I bought the car yesterday, the
4th December Really good Dealer. The guys who worked here were nice and let me test drive as
many cars as I wanted. The downside to this dealer is that you have to ask for the CarFax report
instead of them posting it online like other places I Was contacted by internet staff. They availed
their assistance. Everyone was helpful. All went well, except the car had a price reduction and I
was not told about it. Called and was told it was to bad. Deal was closed. Reduction was on day
of purchase before purchase. I had asked for a reduction and was told can't do it, before
purchase. Since its introduction in , the BMW 3-Series has attained benchmark status for a
whole class of luxury compact performance vehicles. This year it won its 17th straight 10Best
trophy from Car and Driver magazine. While other car manufacturers have attempted to
combine smooth high performance, supple handling, and comfortable interiors, only BMW
seems to have consistently found the right combination. The 3-Series for incorporates the
cleaner lines and more powerful engines that evolved from BMW's redesign. The 3-Series is
composed of four body styles, two engines, two transmissions, and a choice of rear- or
all-wheel drive. The body styles are sedan, coupe, hardtop convertible, and wagon. The i trim
level offers all of these body styles in a rear-wheel-drive configuration, while the xi offers the
coupe, sedan, and wagon in all-wheel drive. The more-powerful is available as a
rear-wheel-drive coupe and sedan, while the xi is the all-wheel-drive version of the coupe and
sedan. As with any high-performance automobile, the engine defines its essence. And BMW
engines express the artistry at the heart of these vehicles. The heart of the i and xi trim lines is a
3. Along with this, BMW has incorporated its Valvetronic variable valve lift technology in a
six-cylinder engine for the first time. With a six-speed manual transmission, BMW claims a jump
in 6. Seemingly never satisfied with its engineering achievements, BMW showcases even more
impressive performance with the i and xi trims. Working with the same 3. BMW conservatively
gives a time of 5. Both the and the come standard with a six-speed manual transmission or an
optional six-speed Steptronic automatic, which includes normal, sport, and manual shift modes.
The models offer optional steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, which cut the transmission's
response time in half. With impressive acceleration comes the handling that established the
factual basis of BMW's "ultimate driving machine" slogan. Edmunds says the 3-Series "slices
cleanly through corners like a Ginsu knife and sticks like Super Glue. They further cite the
engineering triumph BMW achieved in providing more trunk space by using space-saving but
harsher run-flat tires and still allowing the car to remain comfortable over broken road surfaces.
Equipped with large disc brakes, BMW 3-Series are uniquely fitted with a BMW innovation that
automatically wipes brakes dry when windshield wipers are in use and sets the brake pads
closer to the rotors when the driver abruptly lifts his foot off the accelerator, thus anticipating
an emergency move to the brakes. The BMW 3-Series includes as standard safety equipment
antilock disc brakes, dynamic brake control, stability control, run-flat tires, front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Adaptive Brake Lights are also included - they glow
brighter as brake pedal force increases. Of course, the convertible lacks side curtains, but its

regular front side airbags extend up to head level, and pop-up rollover hoops are also included.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration awarded the 3-Series four out of five stars
for both driver and front-passenger frontal collision protection. It also won five out of five stars
for protecting all passengers in side impact collisions. Further, the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety gave the 3-Series the highest possible rating in both frontal offset and side
impact tests. Reviewers were also unanimous in their praise for the high-quality materials,
exceptional build quality, and modern design of the 3-Series cabin. An Edmunds reviewer sums
it up best when he writes that BMW interiors "provide a restrained show of luxury. Naturally,
one would expect that the "ultimate driving machine" would have all the proper adjustments for
perfect seating, and it does. Besides the standard tilting and telescoping steering wheel in all
3-Series cars, the i and the xi trim lines have standard eight-way power seats. However, two
areas of the interior did receive criticism. While BMW claims the rear seats are suitable for three
adults, reviewers felt they were more suitable for two adults, and even then they complained of
a lack of legroom. Reviewers also have a running animosity toward BMW's optional electronic
device-management system, better known as the iDrive. Buyers should familiarize themselves
with this system before making a decision to purchase the optional navigation system, which
works via the iDrive. But despite this flaw, the BMW 3-Series remains the benchmark in its
category of upscale, midsize performance cars. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller:
Sarmad. Potsdam, NY Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Tessa.
Private Seller: Eric. Collegeville, PA Message Seller. Request Information. Read more. Why Use
CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Please continue for more information on this BMW 3 Series xi with ,mi.
This BMW 3 Series xi comes equipped with all wheel drive, which means no limitations as to
how or where you can drive. Different terrains and varying weather conditions will have little
effect as to how this vehicle performs. One of the best things about this BMW 3 Series is that it
has low, low mileage. It's ready for you to truly break it in. A truly breathtaking example of pure
vehicle design achievement More information about the BMW 3 Series: The BMW 3-Series
continues to be the benchmark against which other entry-level luxury cars are measured,
mainly courtesy of its excellent driving experience. Power, braking, and handling are perfectly
matched to the vehicle's size and intended usage. The way BMW takes care of business inside
the cockpit also has a lot to do with the popularity of this breed. The 3-Series makes sure no
buyer is left behind by offering four body styles, three engines, and both rear- and all-wheel
drive. Strengths of this model include wide variety of bodies and drivetrains, the near-supercar
M3. All Approved! Everyone drives! Get paid cash? No problem!! We price our cars at wholesale
price to guarantee the best deals for our customers. Our inventory moves quick, please call to
confirm the availability of the vehicle of your interest Springfield location Come visit our new
showroom in Springfield NJ. It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability
to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our
comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a
guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you at a discount. Contact
a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the
ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to others who can help.
Contact a Sales Associate for more details. There may also be factory warranty remaining and
most vehicles are eligible for extended service contracts. Ask for more details when you stop in
or over the phone when you call to schedule your appointment. We have a full service
department with certified technicians, five lifts and 10 service bays. All of our vehicles receive
several hours of reconditioning to make sure they are ready for the next owner, you! We are a
hassle-free pricing store and spend tens of hours each week to make sure you are receiving the
best value in the entire Midwest. Being a local business for 33 years has allowed us to obtain
some of the best auto lenders in the country. We have lenders with interest rates as low as 1.
We have great relationships with smaller credit unions and large national banks, with everything
in between. Ask about our financing options today! Best of all the price you see is the price you
pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. It's
not a misprint. And the odometer isn't broken. This is a very low mileage BMW 3 Series. A rare

find these days. Surprising quality accompanied by a high level of performance There is still
plenty of tread left on the tires. The paint has a showroom shine. This vehicle has all of the right
options. Very clean interior! It seems that this vehicle was owned by a non-smoker. Very
smooth ride! All electronic components in working condition. This vehicle is priced to sell.
Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. We are
excited to offer this BMW 3 Series. Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low
mileage vehicle is one of a kind. Just what you've been looking for. With quality in mind, this
vehicle is the perfect addition to take home. Please call us for more information. Very low
mileage. Great shape! For more information and appointments, please call at Antonio Munoz or,
visit: Good credit, or bad credit, we are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman
Oaks region and consult with us about selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you
more money. If you are in need of returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be
able to buy out your lease return and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your
mileage limit or have a minor damage on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership
today! If you are from Knoxville or around the areas of Morristown, Johnson City, Cleveland,
and Cookeville, TN, and you need a car for a good price, our floor is open for you to peruse.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Some of
the options are, power windows, mirrors and locks, has cd player, Bluetooth audio, steering
wheel audio, alloy wheels, cruise control, keyless entry and much more. It comes with Missouri
state inspection and emissions completed, fresh oil change, clean Carfax never in a accident
and we pay top dollar for trade-ins. For more information and pictures call Alex or go to
Includes a clean Carfax report. Well maintained and drives great. Comes with our Free
Warranty! Well-known by many, the 3 Series has become a household name in the realm of
quality and prestige. The 3 Series xi is well maintained and has just ,mi. This low amount of
miles makes this vehicle incomparable to the competition. Interesting features of this model are
wide variety of bodies and drivetrains, the near-supercar M3. Our BMW i Sedan shown in
Platinum Bronze Metallic offers an unparalleled mix of driving enjoyment and a pedigree of
refinement. Powered by a 3. This Rear Wheel Drive combination rewards you with nearly 29mpg
on the highway and accelerates with the best of them, handles like an exotic sports car, and
stops with remarkable agility and balance - all without compromising comfort or common
sense! Fun, Fast, and Transparent Buying Process! Before purchasing this vehicle,
Performance Motors, Inc. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or
imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Thank you for visiting another one of Dallas Autos Direct's online listings! Please continue for
more information on this BMW 3 Series i with ,mi. It's like taking a beach vacation each time you
slip behind the wheel of this seductive, sporty convertible. Quality and prestige abound with
this BMW 3 Series i. You can tell this BMW 3 Series has been pampered by the fact that it has
less than ,mi and appears with a showroom shine. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid Diesel Cylinders 4 cylinders 4, 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Electric Range 20 mi 30 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Theft history. Price
Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 8, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This car was
great! When I first bought it I loved it. It had 72k miles on it. I bought it from an Audi dealer
someone had traded it in. In less than 6 months I needed new brakes all around. The driver side
headlight had also gone out. Around 3 months after that, the passenger side headlight went out.
I purchased the car in April and by August at around 84k miles, I had to get a new transmission
which thankfully was covered under an aftermarket warranty. So within not even a year and a
half, and about 12k miles, the following repairs needed to be done: new transmission, all around
brake pads, driver and passenger side headlights, brake fluid flush, oil leak, power steering fluid
leak, and some kind of fuel sensor or something that I don't know what in the world the dealer
was talking about. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car

dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
92 dodge dakota headlights
2006 nissan xterra service manual
2000 olds alero review
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

